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STUDY OVERVIEW

• Movement Strategies was commissioned by MOPAC on behalf of the Notting Hill Carnival Strategic Partners Group to
deliver a study into the crowd dynamics of Notting Hill Carnival. The study took place during December 2016 – March
2017, with the objective of identifying recommendations that would address the crowd safety risks that occur during
the Carnival, including particularly those that could be introduced in time for the 2017 Carnival.

• This document covers an assessment of the side-wide crowd conditions, the “Crowd Narrative” and associated crowd
risks. It is one of several deliverables produced during the course of the study. The other documents are:

— Crowd Movement Data Book (a central record of evidence collected on Carnival during the course of the 
Study)

— Four ‘Drill-down’ studies into specific areas/locations of concern

• All Saints Road
• Carnival Route
• Notting Hill Gate
• Westbourne Park and Judging Area
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CROWD MOVEMENT DATA BOOK

• One deliverable of this study is entitled the Crowd Movement Data Book. This is a ‘point in time’ record of evidence and
assumptions related to crowd dynamics gathered during the course of data collection and information gathering phase of
the study. It is a document that contains facts and figures, not perception or opinion, and is an information source that
can be used as a reference which underpins analysis and advice.

• Subsequent sections of this report may reference activities or features of the Carnival that are described in the Data Book.

• In summary, the content of the Data Book is:

— Description of the Event – purpose, where, when, what, schedule

— Description of the Site – streetscape, activities, facilities

— Site Access (Visitors) – transport nodes and capacities, approach routes

— Visitor Numbers – in total, and pattern over time

— Visitor Demographics and Behaviours – profiles, itineraries, distribution, dwell patterns

— Crowd Management and Operational Context – who delivers what

• NB. The Data Book also indicates where there is an absence of data or information relating to any of these elements.
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CROWD NARRATIVE - INTRODUCTION

• From the outset of this study, the MS team sought to build up a picture of the Notting Hill Carnival, and establish a
baseline understanding of the crowd conditions upon which potential improvements could be based. The timing of the
study was such that it was not possible to attend the event, or to commission any bespoke information collection, and we
therefore have relied upon pre-existing sources and the input of the stakeholders represented by the Strategic Partners
Group.

• It was also clear from wider discussions that much of the public discourse on Public Safety tends to focus on criminal
behaviour at the Carnival. The aim of this study was to focus on public safety, although there is a link between criminal
activity and crowd safety, which affects the level of risk of certain hazards occurring.

• A Crowd Narrative has been drafted by drawing on the interviews undertaken and the documents received. This is a series
of twenty-three statements intended to provide a high-level description of the Carnival as it relates to Carnival activities,
visitor numbers, behaviour patterns, and crowding. The Crowd Narrative has been shared, reviewed, and agreed by the
Strategic Partners Group.

• The Crowd Narrative is set out over the following four pages.
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CROWD NARRATIVE (1-5)

1. Notting Hill Carnival is an annual event with unrestricted access that attracts hundreds of thousands of visitors each day.

2. The Carnival operational footprint is considered to be the area defined by the five Police sectors plus the area to the east
that is subject to traffic restrictions. There are also traffic management implications beyond this footprint.

3. The daily pattern of operation at the Carnival (as an event) is broadly the same on the Sunday and Monday.

— Putting aside the Panorama and J’Ouvert activities that are not considered to be associated with crowd issues.

4. There are two main distinct activities taking place that attract crowds:

— The Carnival Route – Flotillas of Performers (HGV float(s) with mobile sound system/live band + performers on foot + 
support vehicles) taking a circular, clockwise route around the site (10:00 – 20:30) 

— The Sound Systems – Stationary units playing music, broadcast using loudspeakers (12:00 – 19:00)

5. A proportion of visitors will attend only one of these two activities, and will have planned accordingly.
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CROWD NARRATIVE (6-11)

6. For those watching floats, this is not a static activity. Many people on the streets are not stood in the same location
watching bands pass by, but tend to follow – or seek out – specific bands.

7. Most of the people attending the Sound Systems have to cross the Carnival Route (other than those arriving/departing via
Westbourne Park Station).

8. For some, the higher density crowds (particularly associated with the Sound Systems) are part of the allure of the Carnival
and part of its unique experience.

9. The actual number of people attending is unknown, there is no data collection in place to capture volumes of visitors or
their itineraries/behaviours.

10. The provenance of widely-used statement that there are 1 million visitors is unknown.

11. Experienced stakeholders say that the number of visitors has been broadly consistent for the past 20 years, although
attendance depends on the weather. There is no evidence that 2016 was an exceptionally busy year.
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CROWD NARRATIVE (12-19)

12. Monday attracts more visitors than Sunday.

13. Sunday is known as ‘Children’s Day’. A higher proportion of visitors are families on the Sunday than Monday, although they
do not represent the majority of attendees.

14. GLA surveys (2013-16) suggest that approximately half of visitors are regular attendees, and half are first-time or ‘one-off’
attendees. This is in line with studies reported in 2002-2004, suggesting that this has been consistent for at least 15 years.

15. The Carnival has a largely tidal flow of arrivals and departures, although there is some overlap during the late afternoon. As
such, at peak the site occupancy does not equate to the daily number of attendees, but it does represent the majority.

16. The peak occupancy occurs between 16:30 and 17:30 on Monday. (Note: subsequent analysis of footage suggested that the
peak may have occurred slightly later on the Monday in 2016. See later sections of this report)

17. The arrival flow peaks between 12:00 and 16:30. During this period, the public transport network is operating close to
capacity.

18. The arrival peak can shift to later in the day if poor weather in the morning is followed by improved conditions in the
afternoon.

19. The relative volumes of demand using different approach routes/points of entry is not known.
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CROWD NARRATIVE (20-23)

20. Although some people leave beforehand, the first ‘surge’ of departures from the Carnival occurs when the sound systems
close down at 19:00.

21. After the event, the demand for public transport exceeds the available capacity, so crowds accumulate at stations and bus
stops during this period.

22. The Carnival Route is still in operation until 20:30 and some of those leaving the sound systems ‘join’ the procession, or try
to find alternative venues in the local area.

23. The number of people staying in the local area after the Carnival programme ends is higher on Monday than Sunday.
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INFORMATION ‘GAPS’ & OPPORTUNITIES

• The work undertaken to gather information about the Carnival and the existing crowd conditions identified a number of
areas where there were ‘gaps’ in quantitative evidence relating to attendee numbers or behaviours. Specific gaps identified
were:

— Visitor Numbers (overall and by time of day)

— Arrival/Departure Profiles (& Length of Stay)

— Point of Arrival/Departure split

— Distribution of demand across the site (at different times)

— Visitor Itineraries

• Whilst the information gathering focused on Carnival 2016, it was understood that the scope of information from previous 
years was similar in extent, or out of date. As such, any consideration of year-on-year trends of visitor numbers and 
movement patterns are largely anecdotal. This is indicated in the Crowd Narrative. 

• Some further work (described in following pages) has attempted to address these gaps using CCTV and helicopter footage 
from the 2016 Carnival. Whilst this exercise did provide more information that was used to underpin the analysis and 
conclusions of this study, it was undertaken as a one-off exercise. Therefore, unless their collection is specifically 
commissioned, the same information gaps will be in evidence at future Carnivals. 
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INFORMATION ‘GAPS’ & OPPORTUNITIES

• Consideration should be given to whether there is need to address these information gaps through more data collection
and analysis. A key factor here is that crowd safety risks increase as populations and crowd densities increase. Even if the
population is static year-on-year, we have limited information on trends in attendee distribution across the Carnival
footprint or time profile and therefore changes in crowd densities, movement patterns or associated risk. The attendee
numbers are also a key input into the Carnival Business Plan.

• It is not known if the number of Carnival attendees has grown over recent years, but there is little doubt that the strategic
aims of the Carnival organisers and a continuation of London’s recent population and tourism trends could lead to a
potential increase in attractiveness.

• Therefore, to avoid greater risks emerging unnoticed, it is desirable to understand trends in:

— total population 

— changes in population by area by time

— arrival & departure numbers and profiles

— total number of visitors (affecting transport and access routes)

— changes in arrival & departures by node
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INFORMATION ‘GAPS’ & OPPORTUNITIES

• Whilst better information on these aspects would assist with ongoing Planning, if this were available it could also feed into
other aspects of Carnival. For example, decisions in all of the following areas would benefit:

— Strategy & Business Cases

— Commercial

— Communications & PR

— Operations (real-time)

• It is therefore recommended that a strategy is put in place to collect information on visitor numbers and behaviour
patterns at future Carnivals.

• It is recognised that there are costs associated with this, and a cost-benefit analysis is needed which should be recognised
when specifying the requirement and the approach.

• However, there are some potential lower-cost opportunities to gather more evidence – the most notable of which is to
extract location data via the Notting Hill App. Whilst this will not deliver a count, the sample captured will start to develop
a greater picture of itineraries and behaviours.
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DEMAND ANALYSIS

• The only evidence collected on attendee behaviours and perceptions is drawn from annual GLA surveys that are taken
from a relatively small sample.

• In terms of an evidence base upon which to assess existing crowd conditions and dynamics, the main source(s) are
footage from video cameras and planning and operational documents provided by the various agencies involved in the
delivery of the Carnival.

• To this end, the Met Police supplied the study team with a considerable amount of video footage from the Monday of the
2016 Carnival, albeit only a sub-set of all cameras and for different periods of time as requested by the MS team.

• This footage has been used, where possible, to build up a picture of demand and to characterise crowd conditions within
the Carnival footprint. The following pages describe the outcomes of this analysis.

• Note that the analysis is drawn on footage available, and as the cameras were being used for operational purposes, were
not always in a position from which data could be consistently extracted. As such, the conclusions drawn from this process
should be viewed with associated caveats.
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ATTENDEE ARRIVAL PROFILE

• There are multiple points of access that people can use to
approach and enter the site. To obtain an arrival count, it
would be necessary to capture data at all points.

• CCTV is located on a number of these approach routes, and
it was possible to use the footage 

 on Monday 29th Aug between
13:00 – 21:00 to obtain a profile of movements into the
Carnival site on this route.

• The adjacent chart shows the profile of ‘arrival’ demand
captured at this location. 

 although there is a lower demand
observed between 16:00 and 17:00. No entry demand has
been observed after 18:30.

• The other locations on the perimeter where footage was
requested were not viable for the extraction of counts, due
to moving camera views.

• It is not known whether this profile is representative of all
arrivals, or whether there are differences across the various
points of access.
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ATTENDEE DEPARTURE PROFILE

• It has also been possible to extract an attendee departure
profile from the CCTV footage . As with the
arrival period, the other locations on the perimeter where
footage was requested were not viable for the extraction of
counts, due to moving camera views.

• The adjacent chart shows the profile of ‘departure’ demand
captured at this location. 

• Footage after 21:00 was not requested, and therefore any
departures after this time are not included in the profile. Note
that if the post-21:00 volumes were substantial, it could
influence conclusions drawn on the basis of this data.

• As with the arrivals, it is not known whether the profile at this
location is representative of all departures from the Carnival.
Subsequent analysis and associated conclusions are based on
the assumption that it is a representative profile. Targeted data
collection in 2017 would provide a more robust evidence base.
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ESTIMATING THE SITE POPULATION

• The estimation approach identified the approximate footprints of different
crowd conditions, and allocated each to one of the three ‘types’ of level of
service (‘Free Flow’, ‘Constrained Movement’ and ‘Restricted Movement’). By
applying the density estimates to each of these spaces it is possible to build
up an estimate of overall crowd numbers and numbers of people
experiencing different conditions.

• The estimate is that between 155,000 and 215,000 people are in the streets in
the area bound by the Carnival Route between 16:00 and 17:00.

• Based on the analysis of arrival and departure profiles, the peak population on
site occurs between 17:00 and 18:00, with circa 77% of all daily attendees
present at that time. Between 16:00 and 17:00, the same analysis suggests that
between 60-70% of daily attendees are on site.

• Applying a median value of 65% allows a calculation of population at peak of
between 180,000 and 255,000. (e.g., 215,000 x (0.77/0.65) = ~255,000)

• An uplift can be applied to the population estimate allows an uplift to give an
estimated daily attendance figure. The calculated range of the daily
attendance is 280,000 people +/- 20% (233,000 – 336,000).

• As noted elsewhere, all figures can be better estimated with more complete
data/footage.

Ladbroke Grove “Free Flow” 

Ladbroke Grove 
“Restricted Movement” 
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WHAT IS PEOPLE’S EXPERIENCE?

Level of Service C (0.43 – 0.72 people/m2)

• “Freedom to select individual walking speed and freely pass other pedestrians is restricted. Where pedestrian cross
movements and reverse flows exist, there is a high probability of conflict requiring frequent adjustment of speed and
direction to avoid contact. This… represent(s) reasonably fluid flow; however, considerable friction and interaction between
pedestrians is likely to occur, particularly in multi-directional flow situations.”

• “Examples of this type of design would be heavily used transportation terminals, public buildings, or open spaces where 
severe peaking, combined with space restrictions, limit design flexibility.”

Level of Service D (0.72 – 1.08 people/m2)

• “The majority of persons would have their normal walking speeds restricted and reduced, due to difficulties in bypassing
slower-moving pedestrians and avoiding conflicts. Pedestrians involved in reverse-flow and crossing movements would be
severely restricted, with the occurrence of multiple conflicts with others. At this level of service there is probability of
intermittently reaching critical density, causing momentary stoppages of flow.”

• “Designs at this level of service would be representative of the most crowded public areas, where it is necessary to 
continually alter walking stride and direction to maintain reasonable forward progress. Designs consistent with this level of
service would represent only the most crowded public areas.”

John J. Fruin, Pedestrian Planning and Design, 1971
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WHAT IS PEOPLE’S EXPERIENCE?

• These descriptions do not encompass the full range of experiences at Notting Hill Carnival, but in this instance they are
referencing an average. Designs for outdoor events would not typically adopt such a density level as a planning parameter.
It is suggested that a bespoke set of planning parameters would need to be defined for this event should there be a future
requirement to ‘set’ the capacity of this space.

• Within the current context, it would need to consider not only the conditions on average across the site, but also the
specific aspects of Notting Hill Carnival itself:

— Flows are through viewing areas that have a high density (e.g. All Saints Road)

— Movement tends to be more multi-directional and with cross flows, so space is used differently

— The site design and Carnival schedule result in greater levels of movement with ‘pockets’ of higher density
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DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND 

• A deeper focus on the analysis of crowd conditions was enabled by the
comparison of snapshot images taken from multiple cameras at the
same time.

• The CCTV images from the majority of cameras at 16:30 on the Monday
were supplied (i.e. within the period where the aerial footage was
analysed). The images from each of these cameras were classified into
the three level of service categories, to understand the relative crowd
conditions at different points.

• This assessment clearly shows that even at this busy time, there is
variation. Many locations are experiencing Restricted Movement, but it
should be advised that the positioning of the cameras in the planning
stage tend to focus on coverage of ‘hotspots’.

• Nevertheless, this approach does reveal that the ‘pockets’ of high
demand are distributed around the site, but that there are other less
busy locations in close proximity.

• It would be possible to extend this analysis to build up a picture of how
this distribution changes across the day. Other than where required for
drill down studies, this exercise was not undertaken during the course of
this study.
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CHARACTERISING CROWDS & THE SITE

• The familiarisation exercise undertaken by Movement Strategies, resulting in the production of the Crowd Movement Data
Book indicated that there was a series of information gaps relating to visitor numbers and visitor behaviours at the Notting
Hill Carnival.

• Extraction of data from excerpts of video footage supplied by the MPS has allowed for some analysis of these ‘missing’
areas to be undertaken. This analysis has revealed some profound information on crowd numbers and conditions at the
2016 Carnival, but it is important to highlight that this uses the evidence to hand rather than targeted data collection, so
the limitations need to be recognised.

• The information gathered has been used to inform the current study. Although more evidence on site-wide conditions
would be valuable, any further interrogation is unlikely to change the findings and recommendations of this work.
However, it is recognised that the analysis does inform the ongoing work on Business Planning, and may have implications
for Transport Planning or development of Large-scale Emergency Planning associated with the Carnival.

• To that end, extraction and analysis of more data from 2016 could be used to firm up the conclusions of this exercise. The
main source would be more of the CCTV footage retained by the MPS, but external data sources (e.g. Cellular data) are an
option.

• With suitable planning and preparation, this type of analysis could be used to deliver more robust numbers and
conclusions in 2017, possibly supplemented by other approaches of collecting data on attendee behaviours and
experience (e.g. App-based location data; automated video counts).
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ADDRESSING CROWD RISKS

• The main objective of this crowd dynamics study has been to identify risks associated with crowd safety, and to identify
potential mitigation measures that the stakeholder agencies can use to address these safety risks.

• Overleaf, a schematic diagram is provided indicating that there are a range of interventions that can be implemented, which
collectively would minimise the risk. These have been categorised into three types:

1. Organisational – changes to the structures, roles and responsibilities for planning and delivery of the Carnival

2. Local – measures targeted on specific crowd risk locations

3. Global – changes to the nature of the event

• Most (if not all) crowd incidents are ‘local’. They arise in a specific location and from one or more localised hazards – e.g. trip
hazards, vehicles, barrier design. The likelihood and severity of risks associated with each are often the result of the operational
context in which they occur.

• Within the context of this study, the principal focus for recommendations is associated with Item 2 – Local risks and measures.
This is due to the specification that we focus on opportunities and solutions that could be implemented in 2017.

• The mechanism for this has been four Drill Down Studies – looking individually at risks and opportunities associated with the
Carnival Route, All Saints Road, Notting Hill Gate and the Westbourne Park/Judging Zone area.

• Initial thinking on potential ‘Global’ changes to the event, and a potential approach to identifying the extent to which they
could reduce crowd safety risks is provided in Appendix A.
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LOCAL RISKS - OVERVIEW
• During the course of the Drill Down studies, a crowd risk assessment approach was adopted (further details are provided in

each of the Drill Down reports). This enabled the key risks to public safety associated with crowding to be identified, through
consideration of the likelihood of occurrence and the potential severity of impacts of each – in different locations. As a means
of a summary, the highest crowd risks emerging from the assessments are listed below.
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RISK REDUCTION
• The following pages provide a set of risk reduction measures identified for each of the ‘Drill Down’ areas. In each case

there are a series of interventions recommended in order to minimise crowd safety risks associated with those specific
activities. For further details on the identified measures and the rationale for inclusion can be found in the separate ‘Drill
Down’ study reports.

• During the course of the development and selection of the recommended measures, we consulted with representatives of
the Visitor and Crowd Movement sub-group of the OPSG, who were able to provide more context on the viability of
different options. This included representatives of the LNHCET, Westminster CC, Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea
and City Operations. The Met Police an LNHCET Board were not involved in this process.

• It became clear during this process that the implementability of the different measures varies, and there are three
different categories:

1. Items that the existing partners (with the deployment of appropriate resources and sufficient time) are able to
implement in time for the 2017 Carnival.

2. Items that would reduce crowd safety risk, but cannot be implemented in 2017 unless there is (a) agreement from
the Trust/Board as an entity and (b) an appropriately resourced Event Management Company (EMC) in place to
‘own’ the tasks.

3. Items that have the potential for consideration in 2018 and beyond, but are not viable for adoption in 2017 due to
the remaining time. All of these would benefit from the organisational changes indicated in point 2 above.

• For these post-2018 measures, Carnival 2017 could be the opportunity to undertake targeted information collection, but 
with a proposal already in mind (i.e., There may be value in taking forward these proposals to the next level of planning
during the coming five months, so that their viability can be appropriately tested by collecting relevant information).
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RISK REDUCTION: ALL SAINTS ROAD

• Retain the operational channels introduced along the
length of the road in 2016.

• Reduction in the number of Sound Systems in All Saints
Road from four to two. It is recommended that all
consents are considered, allowing the local authorities to
use the appropriate mechanisms available to deliver this
outcome.

— If achieved, consider opportunities to introduce toilet 
facilities and/or trading units into ‘freed up’ areas in All 
Saints Road

• Agree protocol for use of the Safety Zones and
Contingency Zones (can be extended across the site)

• Production of an updated and co-ordinated management
plan for All Saints Road, building on the 2016 arrangements:

— Consider the potential roles for stewards in place of
Police personnel

— Additional CCTV locations to cover most-crowded areas 
as well as access routes

— Provide mechanism for local management teams to 
have an overview of crowding across the whole of All 
Saints, and a communication system allowing for co-
ordinated access control

— Consider provision of more space at junctions, whilst 
maintaining and controlling access

• Measures to dissuade entry/approach to All Saints Road
when it is at or approaching capacity – as part of a site-wide 
wayfinding strategy and plan

• Introduction of specific entry/exit routes to All Saints Road,
also supported by wayfinding

• If reducing to two Sound Systems, consider options to re-
configure layout to facilitate improved crowd safety

Requires EMC Viable without EMC 
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RISK REDUCTION: NOTTING HILL GATE

• Change existing barrier configuration and consider use
of additional station access points during peak egress.
Consider whether queues can be controlled further
north to reduce the location of higher density crowds in
the proximity of moving traffic on Notting Hill Gate
Road.

• Make use of currently blocked-off routes to open up
more options for north-south movement (e.g.
Pembridge Gardens)

• Street Furniture Audit of critical locations and
associated actions to reduce risks (e.g. removal)

• Consider potential roles for stewards in place of Met Police
personnel, particularly in relation to crowd management
activities

• Notting Hill Gate Road - partial closure of east-bound
carriageway during the Carnival egress period

• Improved wayfinding and signage within the site to divert
non-station demand away from the vicinity station
entrances as part of a site-wide wayfinding strategy and 
deployment

Requires EMC Viable without EMC 
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RISK REDUCTION: CARNIVAL ROUTE

• Overall, there is an underlying issue associated with the timely provision of a plan, and the lack of subsequent
adherence to that plan. Until this is resolved organisationally, it is difficult to establish the extent to which this
contributes to the scale of the risks observed. This is therefore a critical first step in risk reduction, and given the
recent developments in terrorism it is anticipated that there will be an increased focus on the route and floats due
to the interaction of crowds and vehicles.

• There are a number of measures that have been identified for inclusion in the Carnival Route plan, some of which
may be viable for full or partial implementation in 2017, even without the set-up of an EMC:

— Wheel guarding

— Management Protocol at Corners

— Route Street Furniture Audit

— Smaller vehicles (including support vehicles)

— Fewer vehicles (including support vehicles)

• An option to bring forward the end time of the Carnival Route to before the close of the sound systems has the
potential to deliver crowd safety benefits. It is recommended that this is further explored in 2017, and if supported
a plan for implementation in 2018 and beyond identified.
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RISK REDUCTION: WESTBOURNE PARK

• Consider introduction of measures to restrict hostile or
unintended vehicle access 

* NB. Measures listed with an asterisk can be implemented
without an organisational change. However, it may not be
necessary for all to be put in place to reduce the local crowd
risks – this should be determined through an overarching
management plan for this area. That plan would require
EMC ownership.

• Management plan to reduce operational complexity; some
or all of the following options to be considered:

– Re-design/re-position Judging Zone to allow
continuation of flow for spectators along Great
Western Road

– Re-consider barrier alignment outside Westbourne
Park station – in particular the space reserved for
the station evacuation zone, and the resultant
creation of a 1.2m wide ‘funnel’. Also consider
street furniture in this location.*

– Remove Sound System on northern corner of
Leamington Road Villas to decrease potential
“overspill” of crowd into Tavistock Road.*

– Re-locate food stalls currently located in Tavistock
Road to maintain circulation capacity and prevent
large queues from forming on Tavistock Road.*

– Re-visit operational access arrangements and
timings of ‘operational switch’ at Westbourne Park
station

• Use of wayfinding mechanisms to enable diversion of
people away from busy attractions, or to alternative exits,
as part of a site-wide wayfinding strategy and plan. 

Requires EMC Viable without EMC 
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GLOBAL MEASURES
• Beyond actions to address the local risks at various points across the site, there are also opportunities to consider whether

changing the event itself can reduce the risk to crowd safety.

• As the remit of this study was to provide measures that could be implemented in 2017, consideration of these global changes has
not been the principal focus. These might involve considerable re-design of the site and/or operations, ‘information gaps’ would
ideally be addressed as part of this process.

• Ideally at this stage, it is therefore recommended that changes to the event are considered as “thought experiments”, to assess
how they potentially affect risks. Six measures that would change the fundamental nature of the event have been identified:

— Relocation of Sound Systems

— Reduction in number of Sound Systems

— Control of numbers on site (e.g. access control)

— Change of Carnival Route & Judging Point

— Change in Carnival Hours, including a change so that the Carnival Route ends before the Sound Systems

— Change in Pubic Transport Provision

• The first two of these have been considered, with more details overleaf.

• NB. The Strategic Partners Group indicated that changing the dates and the geographical location of Carnival were not open for
consideration.
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RE-LOCATION OF SOUND SYSTEMS

• Is there an opportunity to reduce risks by re-locating sound stages? The following ‘thought experiment’ concludes that this
is not a priority for exploration:

1. If sound stages were to be distributed around London, the crowd safety event risks will decrease. However, this is not
Notting Hill Carnival.

2. Therefore, can the same outcome be achieved by distributing the sound stages over larger footprint than currently? In
principle this would spread the crowd across a wider area and bring more transport options into play, thereby reducing
risks. However, it would affect more residents and traffic operations and would generally increase both the operational
footprint and the complexity of the event. This is not a desired outcome.

3. This therefore leaves the option of re-locating stages within the existing footprint. The details would need to be considered
but there is unlikely to be obvious ‘space’ within the footprint that can accommodate sound stages that has not previously
been identified – and a wholesale re-configuration of sound stages within the current geography would be complex to
implement.

• This leads to the conclusion that the re-location of sound stages within the footprint unlikely to achieve objective of
globally reducing risk, whilst any other re-location either creates an event that is no longer the Notting Hill Carnival or
increases the complexity and operational scale of the event.
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CHANGING THE NUMBER OF SOUND 
SYSTEMS
• There are currently 38 sites for Sound Systems (36 were in use during 2016). One opportunity to change the event would be

a reduction in the number of sound systems, and this may have the potential to reduce the overall crowd safety risk. The
following thought experiment (with illustrative graphic) gives an indication of the extent to which event risk is affected:

1. Current number of locations for sound systems (38)

2. Increasing to 40 would decrease local crowding unless event numbers increase –
but the event becomes more complex and there is no space identified for new
sites.

3. Reducing to 35 by removing highest risk venue(s). The attendees (est. 2,000)
would distribute across other venues.

4. Reducing to 34 – reducing local risks provides global benefits up to a point.

5. Reducing to 0 achieves the lowest event risk, but this is not Notting Hill Carnival.

6. Reducing to 18 – more localised crowding unless overall attendee numbers fall or
are controlled. Is this still Carnival?

7. Reducing to 18, but with larger footprints and enhanced management would
reduce risks. This is more like a Festival than Carnival.
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CHANGING NUMBER – CONCLUSIONS

• The current number of 38 is unlikely to be optimised for risk and safety, but is the number of viable operational spaces
available.

• The introduction of more sound systems (within the Carnival footprint) could reduce localised crowding for a given
number of attendees, but there would be an increase in movement (and congestion within spaces between sound
systems), a decrease in ‘free space’, and an increased cost associated with more resourcing and complexity. The overall
effect is an increase in risk.

• Removing a handful of the higher risk venues will reduce overall risks, as long as the local increased crowding at the
remaining sound systems can be managed.

• At some point the reduction in the number of sound systems is such that the displaced crowds from withdrawn stages
will materially increase crowding at the other stages leading to a heightened risk. However, risks may then be mitigated if
the remaining sound systems are given more resources and/or capacity – but this arrangement may no longer be
representative of Carnival.

• The optimum number of sound systems is also related to site occupancy and should be considered as part of any
discussions about controlling the number of attendees.
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